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A B S T R A C T

Excessive utilization of distributed generation (DG) leads to power quality issues in the radial distribution system
(RDS). The harmonic level exceeds the IEEE-519 standard limits if DG penetration level extends. In this paper,
the impact of DG penetration on the optimal placement and sizing (OPAS) of active power filter (APF) is dis-
cussed. The new nonlinear load position based APF current injection (NLPCI) technique is proposed to locate the
feasible buses for the placement of APF in presence of nonlinear load only as well as in presence of DG also. Here,
the grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is used to recognize the optimal size of APF. The result shows that the size of APF
required with inclusion of nonlinear load and DG is bigger as compared to that with nonlinear load only. The
GWO outcomes are compared with the results of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and harmony search (HS).
The result shows that penetration of DG affects the placement and size of APF, and GWO gives significant
outcomes compared to PSO and HS.

1. Introduction

Distributed generation (DG) is a miniature-scale scattered source of
electric power located near to the loads being serviced. Several DG
technologies are in practice such as wind turbines, photovoltaic (PV)
cells, small hydro, biomass, fuel cells, micro-turbines, and others [1].
DGs have been extensively functioned in the distribution systems con-
sidering procedural advantages for the power grids such as power loss
minimization, improvement of voltage profile and system security, re-
liability enrichment, and energy efficiency augmentation [2,3]. More-
over, energy crunch caused due to the deficiency of the conventional
energy supplies such as natural gas and petroleum, and the extended
interests to global warming and climate change have pushed all the
stakeholders together with administrators of distribution companies to
concentrate on the full employment of the DG technologies with the use
of environmentally favorable renewable energy resources [4]. The in-
vestment in the DG technologies may serve a genuine possibility to
adhere the load progression by utilizing cost-effective, low-carbon,
high-efficiency capability augmentation alternatives.

In the past, the grid-connected DGs were inadequate and produced a
notable disturbance in the distribution systems. Currently, with the
remarkable progress in systems combination with dispersed generation
units, this state is shifting, and the thought of 100% penetration is

getting alike. However, redundant inclusion or improper DG sizes may
originate disagreeable results in the electrical systems such as power
quality, energy efficiency, and protection issues [5,6]. Among the DGs,
PV system is treated as a green technology due to its advantages as it is
noise-free, easy to install, no emission and requires very less main-
tenance. Its future growth in the power system is estimated very high
due to advancement in technology and reduction in cost. However, PV
integration into the power system have drawbacks along with its ad-
vantages. Pulse width modulator (PWM) is used to interface a PV
system with a distributed system. PWM is one of the primary sources of
harmonics. When DG injects the harmonics into the system, it is con-
sidered as nonlinear DG (NLDG) [7–10].

Optimal planning, sizing, and placement of DG units in the dis-
tribution networks are well-thought-out in many works. In the available
literature, various strategy purposes are estimated for the optimal
planning problem of DG units such as to reduce system power losses,
reactive power control, voltage profile improvement, system security
improvement and reliability enhancement, and exhaust the possibilities
of the DG penetration [11].

In recent years, DG with its harmonic distortion effect in radial
distribution system (RDS) has been discussed [12–16]. The excessive or
inappropriate use of DG in RDS creates power quality problem; notably
increases the harmonic level beyond the IEEE-519 standards which is
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5% for the total harmonic distortion in voltage (THDv) and 3% for the
individual harmonic distortion in voltage (IHDv) [17]. Reduction in
harmonics is desirable when talking about the DG. The individual
harmonic distortion of a particular DG may be below the IEEE limits,
but when they are connected in RDS; their cumulative effects increase
the harmonic level beyond the IEEE standards. Maintaining the THDv
below 5% is compulsory hence the filters are required to reduce the
harmonics in RDS.

Passive filters (PF) are typically used for the mitigation of harmo-
nics, but they suffer from the disadvantages such as fixed or step
compensation, larger size and the possibility of resonance with line
impedance. These disadvantages are overcome by the use of Active
Power Filters (APFs) apparently having a more considerable cost than
the PF [18]. In light of the above discussion, to cancel out the harmonic
distortion, APF should be implemented at all the nonlinear loads and
NLDG buses. Thus, THDv at all the buses can be made nearly zero.
However, to apply APFs at all the buses is too costly.

Moreover, THDv need not to be zero, as IEEE standards are allowing
it up to 5%. So, optimization of APFs is utmost required. Hence, the
harmonics injected by the NLDG is an essential factor to be considered
for the size of APF to mitigate harmonics up to allowable limits.
Moreover, it also affects the placement of APF. Therefore, for the rea-
listic assessment of an interconnected system with power flow, it is
essential to incorporate NLDGs in optimal placement and sizing (OPAS)
of APF.

The various indices considering power loss, voltage, current, short
circuit, DG capacity, financial and environmental criteria have been
used to find the OPAS of DG [11,19–22]. The minimization of losses
and maximization of DG capacity is analyzed in Ref. [19]. In Ref. [20],
a fast clustering technique has been employed to connect the DG.
Various indices considering node, DG, external suppliers, energy sto-
rage system, and vehicle to grid have been used for cost allocation
modeling of distribution network with high penetration of DG in Ref.
[21]. In Ref. [22], voltage stability index has been proposed with novel
comparison of power loss sensitivity and power stability index. It has
been stated that, proposed method is providing better planning and
management for DG in RDS. In Ref. [23], OPAS of DG has been done
using three indices- active power loss index, line loading index, and
voltage deviation index. In Ref. [24], unified bus performance index has
been adopted for techno economic assessment of power quality miti-
gation solutions in networks integrated with DG. Ref. [25] has been
provided the systematic and extensive overview of hosting capacity
research with addressing several performance indices like power system
harmonics, over voltage, thermal over loading, hosting capacity co-ef-
ficient, feeder reinforcement, and harmonic penetration ratio; related to
DG.

Moreover, researchers have discussed various optimization methods
for finding OPAS of APF such as genetic algorithm (GA) [26], particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and its modified versions [27–30], ant
colony optimizer (ACO) [31], harmony search (HS) algorithm [32–34],
firefly algorithm (FA) [35]. GA has been used for finding the optimal
allocation and size of AFP in Ref. [26] with minimizing the harmonics.
Three scenarios- five buses, ten buses, and all buses in IEEE-18 bus
system for bus selection have been considered in Ref. [34]. The power
quality in smart grid network has been improved by optimal siting,
sizing and operation of custom power devices with active power line
conditioner in Ref. [36]. In the research papers listed above mostly the
optimization algorithm takes the entire burden of finding the buses for
placement as well as size of APF.

As stated above various indices are incorporated for OPAS of DG.
However, less attention is paid to the techniques used for finding the
feasible buses for APF placement, in the available literature. In this
paper, the nonlinear load position based APF current injection (NLPCI)
technique is proposed to find the feasible buses for APF placement in
presence of NLDG. According to the position of nonlinear loads the
possible placement of APF is considered. When only nonlinear load is

considered, the current rating of APF is same as that of nonlinear load
but when nonlinear load plus NLDG are considered together, APF
current rating is same as that of nonlinear load and NLDG. Using this
technique, the feasibility of buses for placement of APF is found. The
output consists of the feasible buses, which are fulfilling the constraints
as well as unfeasible buses which are not fulfilled the constraints with
THDv at all buses.

The main advantages of NLPCI are: (1) Simple (2) It gives accurate
result (3) It finds the feasible buses for APF placement, thus it reduces
the search space resulted in minimization of the computational burden
on the optimization algorithm. The novelty of the paper includes: (1)
Authors have proposed a novel NLPCI technique to find the feasible
buses for the placement of APF in presence of NLDG. (2) Using NLPCI,
optimization algorithm used for finding the optimal size of APF at
feasible buses only instead of considering all buses of RDS.

In the literature, various optimization techniques and its variants
have been proposed for the OPAS of multiple APFs such as GA, PSO,
ACO, HS algorithm, FA, and cuckoo search algorithm. All of the above
techniques require tuning of their algorithm-specific control parameters
except the common controlling parameters (population size and
number of generations). Improper tuning of these parameters gives ir-
relevant result, leads to weak convergence, and possibility to be trapped
in local optima. Proper tuning of these parameters is a separate opti-
mization problem. Moreover, no free lunch (NFL) theorem [37] logi-
cally proves that no algorithm can solve all optimization problems and
hence encourages researchers to use different optimization algorithms.
To the best of Author’s knowledge, the grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is
not used for OPAS of APF in the presence of NLDG. GWO entertains less
burden of tuning of algorithm specific parameters compared to PSO and
HS. Also the GWO was the 1st most downloaded and the 2nd most cited
article in Advances in Engineering Software Articles (Elsevier- Journal)
in 2015. Above all things motivated authors to use GWO for the OPAS
of APF problem.

To the best of authors’ knowledge over the published research pa-
pers in the field of OPAS of APF considering NLDG, the main con-
tributions of this paper is:

• The NLPCI technique is proposed to find the feasible buses for APF
placement. NLPCI technique which is shown in the paper is com-
pletely new technique. It finds the feasible buses for APF placement.
• OPAS of APF for harmonic reduction as per the IEEE 519 standards
limits in RDS with integration of NLDG is analyzed.
• The GWO, PSO and HS are used for finding the size of APF in the
presence of nonlinear loads and NLDGs. Extensive computational
tests concerning best value, average value, worst value and statis-
tical tests are carried out for finding the size of APF.
• It is analyzed that the requirement of APF is more when the NLDG is
penetrated in the RDS compared to without NLDG. It is also proved
that GWO performs better compared to PSO and HS in computa-
tional tests as it gives minimum value of APF current in both cases.

In the next part of the paper, the problem formulation including the
implementation of GWO for OPAS of APF is represented. Finally, si-
mulation results are analyzed and discussed followed by the conclusion.

2. Problem formulation

Mathematical modeling of the RDS with the NLDGs, nonlinear loads
and harmonic filters is shown in Fig. 1. The process to model the in-
dividual element of the system and harmonic load flow with GWO is
given below.

2.1. Modeling of RDS

The RDS is represented as branch impedance Za b, that is given as,
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= +Z R jXa b a b L a b, , , , (1)

As RDS contain NLDGs and nonlinear loads, the branch impedance
Za b
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Here h represents the order of harmonics, a and b are bus numbers, Ra,b
is resistance of branch ab, La,b is inductance of branch ab, ωh is the
angular frequency of the harmonic current, and fh is the harmonic
frequency of current.

2.2. Modeling of nonlinear load

The nonlinear loads are modeled as harmonic current injection
source [27,33], and their rms value is given as,
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Here Inl r
h
,

( ) and Inl im
h
,

( ) are the real and imaginary parts of the load current,
Inl a, is the rms value for the nonlinear load current at bus a and H is the
highest order of harmonics.

2.3. Modeling of APF

The APF is modeled as a current source [27,33]. It is set of current
sources which inject different order of harmonics at a point of common
coupling (PCC) according to the current of nonlinear load and NLDG.
The phasor model of APF is given as
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where Iapf r
h

,
( ) is the real and Iapf im

h
,

( ) is the imaginary part of APF current,
Iapf a, is the rms value of current of APF at bus a. Here APF is used for
harmonic mitigation and therefore resonance is neglected.

2.4. Modeling of DG

The DG injects the nonlinear current into the system. It is modeled
as a current source [12,13]. From the power rating of the DG, the
fundamental current is calculated [12]. Now, according to the har-
monic spectrum of the NLDG harmonic current is calculated as

=I K Idg a
h

dg dg a,
( )

, (9)

where Idg a
h

,
( ) is the harmonic current of DG, Kdg is the percentage of

harmonic current as per the harmonic spectrum of DG, Idg a, is the
fundamental current of DG.

2.5. Harmonic load flow

In this paper, bus injection to branch current (BIBC) and branch
current to the bus voltage (BCBV) matrices based harmonic load flow
technique is used [38]. It is coupled with GWO, PSO, and HS for OPAS
of multiple APFs.

The THDV at bus a is given as,

= =THDv
IHDv

V
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h

H
a
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2
2

,
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where Vf a,
1 is fundamental frequency voltage at bus a.

This harmonic distortion calculation is appropriated for identifying
the critical buses where the IEEE standard limits are violated. The
identification of the critical buses will help in deciding the strategy to
mitigate the harmonics by installing harmonic filters. Optimization
determines the rating and the number of these filters.

2.6. Optimization process

The optimization method involves the objective function (maximize
or minimize), parameters (variables) and constraints. The optimization
algorithm optimizes the objective function by optimizing the variables.
The variables are the principal inputs to the system and may be sub-
jected to the constraints if needed. The constraints define the limita-
tions applied to the system and feasibility of the value of the objective
function in the search space. As mentioned earlier, the identification of
bus number, location, and size of APFs is to be optimized to minimize
the cost. For the stated problem, it is essential to minimize the APF
current as the cost of APF increases with the increment in its current
rating. Hence, this is a nonlinear optimization problem with con-
straints, and the determination variable is the measure of the current of
APF. The objective function (OFIflt) is formed in the form of rms value of
the current of APF subjected to three inequality constraints as,

= +
=

OF I DPminIflt
j

Nf

apf j
1

,
(11)

Subjected to constraints: THDv≤ 5%, IHDv≤ 3%, and Iapf ≤ Iapf,
max with Iapf, max as the maximum APF current, DP is dynamic penalty.

Generally, the penalty functions are divided into two classes: (1)
static penalty- it is a function of the degree of violation of constraints;
and (2) dynamic penalty-this penalty is a function of iteration number
in addition to the degree of violation of constraints [39]. Here, dynamic
penalty function (DP) is used for constraints handling and added to the
objective function to discard the infeasible solutions. The amount of
penalty is adjusted during the optimization process. The penalty is zero
if the constraints are satisfied and high if the constraints are not ful-
filled. The penalty increases with increase in violation limits. It has the

Fig. 1. RDS with nonlinear loads, NLDGs and APFs.
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characteristic of allowing highly infeasible solutions early in search
space. The continuous increase in the penalty forced ultimately shifts
the final solutions to the feasible region.

Here, Iapf depends on the resultant nonlinear current at PCC.
Resultant nonlinear current (Inl dg, ) is vector summation of a nonlinear
current of loads and DGs. The summation of harmonic currents depends
on the phase angle, if an angle is 180 °, the lowest distortion is ob-
served, while for zero phase angle it is worst. Hence, it is cleared that
when harmonic currents are in phase, the worst distortion will occur.
Here, it is assumed that the PV DG generates only active power [12].

= +I I Inl dg nl dg, (12)

=I k I( )apf nl dg, (13)

where, k is proportionate of resultant nonlinear current, which is re-
quired to satisfy the constraints.

The IEEE standard 519 dictates the first two constraints, and the
third constraint is regulated by the nonlinear load current plus NLDG
current.

To solve the OPAS of multiple APFs, NLPCI, GWO, PSO, and HS
algorithms are implemented, and GWO is described in the next section.

2.7. GWO for OPAS of APFs considering nonlinear loads and DGs

The GWO is based upon swarm intelligence, and it was proposed by
Mirjalili et al. [40]. It is widely used for optimization problems [41,42].
The benefit of GWO is that it analyzes the system as a black box as
shown in Fig. 2. It provides the variables to the system as input and
observes the output. Here the input is current of APFs and output is the
value of objective function. The GWO then iteratively modifies the in-
puts of the system according to the feedbacks (output) received so far
until the attainment of end criteria.

The objective function determined for each position of the grey wolf
is mapped into the harmonic load flow data as the current of APF at a
bus. The smallest value of fitness function (best fitness) is saved as the
alpha score, and the corresponding variables are as an alpha position.
Similarly, second and third best fitness and positions are saved in the
form of beta and delta respectively. Then, the hunt agents refresh their
positions to best fit. This process extends to the highest quantity of
iterations. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 and the
steps of implementation are as follows:

Step-(1) Arrange the parameters: In this step, number of runs (Nrun),
number of search agents (Nsa) and maximum number of iterations (T)
are set.

Step-(2) Initialization: Initialize the scores and positions of alpha,
beta, and delta. The location of grey wolves is randomly produced by
the algorithm in the initial iteration, and then it is refreshed for every
iteration. The position matrix at tth iteration is as,

=
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Step-(3) Evaluation of the objective function: In this level, the fit-
ness value for all search agents is determined using (11)

=Fitness t Fitn Fitn Fitn Fitn( ) [ , , , , ]Nsa Nsa
T

1 2 1 (15)

Step-(4) Identification: The fitness values of above matrix (15) is
sorted from lowest to highest and the first best solution is saved as
alpha score and second and third best solutions are as beta score and
delta score respectively. According to the scores, positions are also
saved. The saved scores and positions are represented as

I t I t I t( ), ( ), ( )apf score apf score apf score, , , , , , (16)

I t I t I t( ), ( ), ( )apf pos apf pos apf pos, , , , , , (17)

Step-(5) Update the scores and positions of alpha, beta, and delta: In
this step, the obtained scores and positions are related with the earlier
scores at (t-1) th iteration of alpha, beta, and delta and the smallest
value is stored as the new updated value. Correspondingly, the position
is also updated.

=
>

I t
I t if I t I t

I t if I t I t
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Similarly, during (t+ 1)th iteration

+ =
+ >

+ +
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Same way, scores and positions of beta and delta are also updated.
Step-(6) Update the position of search agents: In this action, using

the encircling, hunting and attacking the prey concepts, the distance
and position of (ij)th element is refreshed according to the position of
alpha as

=D C I t I t| * ( ) ( )|ij ij apf pos j apf pos ij, , , , , , , (20)

=X I t K D( ) *ij apf pos j ij ij, , , , , , (21)

=k t t T( ) 2 *(2/ ) (22)

=K k t r k t2* ( )* ( )ij ij, 1 , (23)

=C r2*ij ij, 2 , (24)

where i = 1,2,…,…,Nsa-1,Nsa; j= 1,2,…,….,Nf-1,Nf; Here, i and j de-
notes the row and column of matrix (14) respectively, t represents the
current iteration, r ij1 , and r ij,2 are the random vectors in (0,1) utilized
to refresh the value of (ij)th elements of position matrix in terms of
alpha, K ij, and C ij, are the coefficients vectors in terms of alpha.

It is worth noting here that, the authors of [43] have claimed that
mathematical model of GWO is novel. It permits relocating a solution
around another in an n-dimensional search space to simulate the nat-
ural behavior - chasing and encircling preys of grey wolves. So, the
GWO estimates the global optimum compared to other algorithms. To
avoid local optima avoidance and achieve global optima, GWO applies
powerful operations controlled by its parameters to maintain theFig. 2. Block diagram of GWO for optimal sizing of multiple APFs in RDS.
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balance between exploration and exploitation phases. The C ij, and K ij,

performs their role in exploration phase and k in exploitation phase.
The C ij, has always a random value in the interval of [0,2]. Due to this
randomization the prey takes the new position. When C ij, >1, the
solution inclines more towards the prey. This parameter has random
value therefore; exploration is emphasized during optimization in case
of any local optima immobility. The value of K ij, depends on the value
of k , which is linearly decreases from 2 to 0. It has also random
components therefore; parameter K ij, has value in between −2 to 2.
When K ij, >1, or K ij, <−1 the exploration is promoted, while K ij,

has value −1< K ij, <1, it highlights the exploitation. The good bal-
ance is required in exploration phase and exploitation phase to find the
global optima using stochastic behavior of algorithm. It is achieved in
the GWO, by decreasing nature of the k in the equation of K ij, .

The distance and positions of beta and delta are renewed as alpha.
The distance and position of (ij)th element is updated according to the
position of alpha, beta, and delta and given as

+ =
+ +

I t
X X X

( 1)
3apf j

i ij ij ij
,

, , ,
(25)

Step-(7) Update the elements: Update the value of all elements of
the position matrix using (25)

Step-(8) Repeat steps (3–7) up to maximum iterations (T).
The updated value of Iapf score, , after Tth iteration is the optimum

value of APF current and corresponding position is individual filter
current Iapf pos, , . The NLPCI technique is described in the next section.

3. NLPCI technique

It is used to find the feasible buses among all 33 buses. Fig. 4 shows
the 33-bus system under consideration with the possible location of
APFs [44]. Here, it is assumed that the constant nonlinear loads are
connected at 18, 22, 25 and 33 buses with the same harmonics spec-
trum as shown in Fig. 5. It is 5th to 49th order of harmonics.

It is to be understood that the APFs are to be connected to the buses
18, 22, 25, and 33. Without using GWO and NLPCI the numbers of
APFs, as well as ratings, would be higher. Here, NLPCI is used to
identify the feasible buses, and GWO is used to obtain the least possible
rating of the APFs considering 5% THDv limits. It means that not going
for 0% THDv (that is also possible with connecting the APFs at all
nonlinear load buses) but to exploit (going for 4.8 or 4.9% THDv is fine)

Fig. 3. Flowchart for NLPCI plus GWO for OPAS of multiple APFs in RDS for nonlinear loads and NLDGs.
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the IEEE standard of 5% is practicable and cost-effective. Although,
GWO can perform both these tasks that is to find out OPAS of APFs to be
connected in RDS with the NLDGs and nonlinear loads, yet the task of

finding out the location can be performed faster and with least com-
plexity by NLPCI. Hence, NLPCI is reducing the burden on GWO.
Table 1 presents the possible combination of numbers of APFs as per the
position of the nonlinear loads and NLDGs. In this, ‘1’ indicates the
presence of APF and ‘0’ indicates absence of APF. These combinations
can be 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 APFs connected at a time with the given 33 bus
system. Here, the judgment of the feasible bus(es) once taken from the
Table 1, APFs having the same rating as that of the nonlinear load is to
be connected, and thus by doing this exercise, the THDv is checked for
the allowable limits.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, the results are obtained using NLPCI and optimiza-
tion algorithms and discussed in detailed.

4.1. Case 1: nonlinear load

In this case, only nonlinear load is considered.
Table 2 shows the results for THDv (%) at different buses in the

absence of APFs. It is clear from that the violation of THDv limit is
observed at the various buses. Among the 33 buses, 22 buses have
THDv more than the allowable limit. Hence, filters are necessary at the
selected buses to obtain the THDv within the specified limits at all the
buses. Table 3 shows the possible solutions available from Table 1 for
the placement, numbers of APFs, size of APFs and maximum THDv
percentage with the bus number. Thus, Table 3 is a solution according
to NLPCI. It is clear that the position of APFs are at P7 (two APFs at bus
numbers 18 and 33), P12 (three APFs at bus numbers 18, 25 and 33), P13
(three APFs at bus numbers 18, 22 and 33), P15 (four APFs at bus
numbers 18, 22, 25 and 33) are feasible states. Here, the rating of the

Fig. 4. 33-bus RDS with nonlinear loads and NLDGs.

Fig. 5. Harmonic spectrum of nonlinear load and nonlinear PV.

Table 1
APFs at various buses considered in NLPCI.

State/APF Bus No. of APFs Bus no. 18 Bus no. 22 Bus no. 25 Bus no. 33

P1 One 1 0 0 0
P2 0 1 0 0
P3 0 0 1 0
P4 0 0 0 1
P5 Two 1 1 0 0
P6 1 0 1 0
P7 1 0 0 1
P8 0 1 1 0
P9 0 1 0 1
P10 0 0 1 1
P11 Three 1 1 1 0
P12 1 0 1 1
P13 1 1 0 1
P14 0 1 1 1
P15 Four 1 1 1 1

Table 2
THDv (%) at different buses with nonlinear loads without APFs.

Bus Number THDv (%) Bus Number THDv (%) Bus Number THDv (%) Bus Number THDv (%)

2 0.31 10 10.65 18 19.58 26 5.32
3 1.56 11 10.76 19 0.57 27 5.56
4 2.18 12 10.96 20 2.80 28 7.10
5 2.83 13 12.87 21 3.59 29 8.26
6 5.15 14 14.04 22 5.13 30 8.69
7 6.17 15 14.91 23 2.07 31 10.27
8 8.20 16 15.81 24 3.24 32 10.87
9 9.43 17 18.63 25 4.40 33 11.74

The buses have THDv more than 5% are highlighted in bold.

Table 3
Feasibility table according to NLPCI.

Position
of APF

Feasibility Maximum
THDv and its
bus number

Bus number
at APF
placed

Numbers
of APF

Total
current
rating of
APF (p.u.)

P1 No 9.45 33 18 One 0.019747
P2 No 19.50 18 22 One 0.019747
P3 No 19.09 18 25 One 0.019747
P4 No 17.29 18 33 One 0.019747
P5 No 9.37 33 18,22 Two 0.039494
P6 No 8.95 33 18,25 Two 0.039494
P7 Yes 4.97 22 18,33 Two 0.039494
P8 No 19.01 18 22,25 Two 0.039494
P9 No 17.21 18 22,33 Two 0.039494
P10 No 16.80 18 25,33 Two 0.039494
P11 No 8.87 33 18,22,25 Three 0.059241
P12 Yes 4.90 22 18,25,33 Three 0.059241
P13 Yes 3.33 25 18,22,33 Three 0.059241
P14 No 16.72 18 22,25,33 Three 0.059241
P15 Yes 0.00 nil 18,22,25,33 Four 0.078988

The feasible positions are highlighted in bold.
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nonlinear loads and rating of the APFs are same. Therefore, the sizes of
APFs are high. It is very costly. To reduce the size means the cost of
APF, GWO is implemented. With the application of GWO, the rating of
these APFs can be reduced by a great deal and thus the optimization is
achieved (size optimization).

The comparative results for different techniques and optimization
algorithms are tabulated in Table 4. It demonstrates the importance of
optimal placement. The required current of APFs found by GWO is the
lowest among all considered optimization algorithms. The GWO found
the lowest results for two APFs, three APFs (both cases) and four APFs.
It shows the stability of GWO such that in all cases it found the optimal

results. By using NLPCI plus GWO OPAS of APFs is found. The lowest
current found by GWO is only 34% of unoptimized solution for three
filters at buses 18, 22 and 33 while it is 41.81% in case of APFs are at
18, 25 and 33. If only the current is a criteria then best solution is APFs
are placed at P13, but it is with three filters, a costly solution.

The realistic investment cost of APF is divided into two parts: (1)
Constant cost (installation cost, it depends only on the number of APF)
and (2) Incremental cost (it proportional to APF current). In this paper
installation cost is considered and added to incremental cost. Here,
NLPCI finds the feasible buses, means number of APFs (installation
cost) and GWO finds the minimum current of APF (incremental cost).

Table 4
Comparative value of APF current by different methods and algorithms for APF considering nonlinear load.

Sr. No. Position of APFs with
APFs

APF current (p.u.) Total cost of APFs ($)

Without
optimization

With NLPCI GWO PSO HS % of APF current by GWO compared to
without optimization

1 P7 (2) 0.078988 0.039494 0.033022 0.033058 0.033061 41.81 203,776
2 P12 (3) 0.078988 0.059241 0.033026 0.034571 0.034482 41.81 293,779
3 P13 (3) 0.078988 0.059241 0.026860 0.033557 0.059889 34.01 289,339
4 P15 (4) 0.078988 0.078988 0.027136 29.548769 57.977526 34.35 379,538

Fig. 6. Computational tests for GWO, PSO, and HS for finding the optimal size of APFs at 18, 22 and 33 buses.

Table 5
THDv (%) at different buses in the absence of filter for nonlinear load and NLDG.

Bus number THDv (%) Bus number THDv (%) Bus number THDv (%) Bus number THDv (%)

2 0.35 10 11.80 18 21.69 26 5.90
3 1.73 11 11.92 19 0.63 27 6.17
4 2.42 12 12.15 20 3.10 28 7.87
5 3.13 13 14.26 21 3.98 29 9.15
6 5.71 14 15.56 22 5.68 30 9.62
7 6.83 15 16.52 23 2.30 31 11.38
8 9.09 16 17.51 24 3.59 32 12.04
9 10.44 17 20.64 25 4.87 33 13.00

The buses have THDv more than 5% are highlighted in bold.

Fig. 7. Voltage conditions at different buses after applying one APF at different buses for nonlinear loads and NLDGs.
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Based on [29], the fixed cost of an AFP is taken as 90,000$ and in-
cremental cost of an APF is taken as 720,000$ per p.u. of APF current.
The last column of Table 4 presents the cost of APF. It is clear that
minimum current of APF is for three APFs at buses 18, 22 and 23, but
cost is high due to number of APFs are more compared to APFs at buses
at 18 and 33. It shows the importance of installation cost in cost cal-
culation. The cost for two APFs is lowest compared to all other solu-
tions. It is 49% only compared to cost of unoptimized solution
(416,871$).

Fig. 6 shows the computational tests- best value, worst value, an
average value and statistical curve for GWO, PSO, and HS. The tests are
performed with 40 search agents and 100 iterations for 30 runs. From
this figure, it is found that the GWO has outperformed the other con-
sidered algorithms. The GWO has the best value (0.026860 p.u.) and
converged fast compared to different algorithms. As the iterations are
increasing the average value is decreasing. The GWO has the lowest
average value with the highest rate of convergence. From the statistical
test, it is observed that the curve of GWO is smooth. It has fewer spikes
compared to other algorithms. It means that the GWO is consistent and
highly stable. Moreover, GWO has the lowest value of worst fitness
compared to PSO and HS. The solution found by GWO is minimum. The

PSO and HS could not attain the optimum solution that GWO could. It
shows the significant outcomes compared to PSO and HS for considered
OPAS of APF problem by performing better than PSO and HS in all
computational tests.

4.2. Case 2: nonlinear loads plus NLDGs

The case presented above was with nonlinear loads only. Now, the
nonlinear loads with the NLDGs (Solar PV generators) are also con-
sidered for the analysis. It is assumed that all NLDG has the same
harmonic spectrum as shown in Fig. 5 [45]. It is differing than non-
linear load, it is 2nd to 30th order of harmonics. They are connected at
all nonlinear load buses. The complete study is shown in Table 5
(without APF), Fig. 7 (with 1 APF only at the different buses), Fig. 8
(with 2 APFs at the different buses), and Fig. 9 (with 3 APFs at the
different buses). The results are very much identical apart from the two
cases viz. when two APFs were used in the various combinations, the
feasible solution was not available (all the instances give THDv higher
than 5%) and when three APFs are used the only viable solution is at
the bus numbers 18,22, and 33.

Fig. 8. Voltage conditions at different buses after applying two APFs for nonlinear loads and NLDGs.

Fig. 9. Voltage conditions at different buses after applying three APFs for nonlinear loads and NLDGs.

Fig. 10. Computational tests for GWO, PSO and HS for finding the optimal size of APFs at 18, 22 and 33 buses.
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4.3. Results with NLPCI- one APF, two APFs and three APFs

Table 6 presents a comparative analysis of the value of APF current
by different methods and algorithms for APF considering nonlinear load
plus NLDGs. The Table 6 and the associated Figs. 7–10 are enough to
prove that again the results of NLPCI plus GWO are compared with the
PSO and HS algorithms, and it is found that NLPCI plus GWO gives
better results than PSO or HS algorithms. The APF current is minimized
for NLPCI plus GWO and computational tests considering best fitness,
worst fitness, average fitness and the statistical values are much better
for concerning the other two algorithms. This again proves the adapt-
ability of NLPCI plus GWO method. The cost of optimal solution is
294,412$, which is only the 69% of cost of unoptimized solution
(425,058$).

Table 7 summarized the results of all cases. It is interesting that only
NLDG is considered the constraints are fulfilled, no requirement of
APF/APFs, and while in case of a nonlinear load plus NLDG the re-
quired APFs are increased from two to three. Finally, due to NLDG, one
more APF with an increased rating of 2.67% or with three APFs in-
creased rating of 26.23% are placed to mitigate the harmonics up to the
standard limit. It is substantial evidence of the effect of NLDG on OPAS
of APF in RDS.

5. Conclusion

The paper has proposed the new technique NLPCI system to locate
the ideal position of APF for two cases (1) with inclusion of nonlinear
loads only and (2) with inclusion of nonlinear loads along with NLDG.
The GWO is used to recognize the optimal size of APF. The size of APF is
more prominent for the nonlinear load combined with the NLDG in
comparison to the nonlinear loads only. NLPCI is validated through the
GWO, PSO and HS algorithms by comparing feasible and infeasible
positions of APF considering different buses. The results of GWO are
compared with the PSO and HS algorithms, and it is found that GWO
gives better results than PSO and HS algorithms. The APF current is
minimized for GWO and computational tests considering best fitness,
worst fitness, average fitness and the statistical values are much better
for concerning the other two algorithms. THDv limit of 5% is exploited
to save the size of APF with the proposed method. The analysis shows
that the % current of APF current by GWO compared to that without
optimization is much smaller. The optimization has reduced the APF
ratings by nearly 2.5 times.
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